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వ����జ� ��టం ��రం�ంచడం� కృ��� ఉ�������? ప���త ��య�
చ�త��రుడుయూ� ఝు��ఈ �షయం � తన అ����లను �ల��ం�డు.

ప�శ�: ��రణం� (��య� కమూ��సు����) 20వ మ�సభను కృ��� తన
రహస� ���కను సమ��ం�న మ� సభ� మనం గురు��టు�కుంటు���ము.
అక�డ ఇం� ఏ�� జ��ం�?

ఝు��: ఆ మ�సభ� ఆరవ పంచవర� ప���కను ఆ��ంచడం జ��ం�. ఈ
ప���క �రం� �ఫల�ం�. అ�ను, �రం� �ఫల�ం�. ఈ �ఫ����
క���చు����� �ంట� 1959� కృ��� ఏడు సంవత��ల ప���క� �వల�
వ��ం�. ఆ��క వ�వస�� సమస�లు ��రంభమ���. �� ఖరు�� కూ�న
అంత��, ఆయుధ ��లు ��రంభమ���. ��� �డు మనం మూడవ ప�పంచ
���న ఈ���, ఇం��, బ��, ఇం����లకు చురుకు� స�యం �య�డం
��రం�ం�ం. మ� సభ ము��న తరు�త �త�� కృ��� తన రహస�
���కను చ��డ� �షయంమనం గురు�ంచు���.

ప�శ�: కృ��� గు�ం� ఏం �ప�గలరు?

ఝు��’: కృ��� ‘�������’ నుం� పట�భదు�డ��డ� అత� ��త
చ�త�నుం� మనకు �లుసు�న��. అతను అక�డ ���సంస��క�ట�� ఉ��డు. �ఘ�
������కరణను వ����సు�న� బు���’ , ���’ మనుషులను �������
నుం� �ళ��ట���� కగ��� అత�� ఈ పద� �ధ�తలను అప��ం�డు.
ఇందు� ఆతను సఫలమ��డు. అతను ����యకత�ం� �గం� ఎ��డు.
1935���� నగర, ��ంత ���ఫ�����ట� అ��డు. 1930వ ద�బ��మధ�
�గం� మన�శం� రహస� ఓటు పద��� ఎ��కలు జర�ల� ���� గూ��
తల���ం�. �� ఫ���క�ట�లు ��� వ���కం� ఉ��రు. వ�వ�య
స���కరణ �లం� ��� ��మం� స���వ�వ�య ���ల �తులనుం�



ఆవసర�న �� కం� ఎకు�వ ����� ���నం �సుకు��రు. రహస� ఎ��కల
��నం� ��న��� ఎ��క ��మ� ��� అర��ం�. అ��డు, ఆ తరు��
�లం� ‘అణ��తకు గు�న’ ఎ�� �ంద�క��� ఒక �న�పం సమ��ం�డు.
ప��మ ����� �రుగు�టుకు సన�ద��తున� ఒక �యుధ ము�ను ఎ� � �
� కను�న�ద�, ఆ ము�ను �రూ��ం� వరకూ ప�����య పద��� ఎ��కలు
జరపడం అ�ధ�మ� ఆతను ���డు. �రుగు�టు �రుల �రూ� , �రు ఏ�
��లు ��� �ల��ంచకుం��, ��� చంపవల�న 10,800 మం� వ�కు�ల
���ను ఆతను �ంద�క��� సమ��ం�డు. �ంట� ఇతర ఫ���క�ట�లు కూ�
అ� �ధ�న �జ���లను పంపడం �దలు ���రు. ఎ�� త��త, రక��హం�
త�ం���న �ండవ వ���కృ���. కృ���, 8,500ల మం�� ��� చంప���,
32,000 మం�� �ర�ంధ ���క ���లకు పంప��� అనుమ�� ��డు. ఆ
తరు�త 1938 జనవ�� బు���, ��� ల ��రణలకు సమర�న� కృ���
10,000ల మం� ప�జలను ఒక ప�దర�న� స�క�ం�డు. ‘ఈ కుక�లన◌ు
అణచ◌యె�ం�’ అన◌ పి◌లిు����డు. 1938 జనవ� �� “��� టూ��” అ�
ప��క� �రు ��� చదవగలరు. అప��� ఇం� �రసు�లు� ప�క�ంచబడ� వ�కు�ల
‘ర���� �ం�ంచమ�’ కృ��� �లు����డు. ఆ తరు�త అత��
సుదూర��ంత�న �� కు ఉ���� కమూ��షు����ప��న�ర�ద��� పం�రు.

ప�శ�: అత�ంత చురుకు� అణ��త చర�ల����న��� ���� తమ��లను
���� � ఎకు����నటు� కనపడుతున��?

ఝు��’: 1930ల � ��� ��� �లుసుకు� తనను ఎ����
కూల��యవచ�� కృ��� అర�ం �సుకు��డు. �ంగ ఏం ���డు? �ం� అంద�కం�
ముందు �ంగ, �ంగ, అ� అరు��డు. అటువం� అరు� ఈ కృ��� ���క. ఆతను
�ల��ం�న ��� �వ�లను �గ�త�� చూడం�. ఉ�హరణకు, ��తుల�
ప��నం� అతను ఫ���క�ట�లు, �ంద�క�� సభు�లు - అం� ���� అతు�న�త
���ల� ఉన� బూ��క�� గు�ం� ప������డు. �రు నను� సమ����, ఇం�వ�రూ
�మ��� �క�ర���� ఒక సూచన ��డు కృ���.

ప�శ�: ����� అతు�న�త���� �ం�న బూ��క�� ప�జలనుం� దూర�, తమ ��ష
ప��జ�లకు �ద��ట ��ందం��?

ఝు��’: అ�ను. 1944������, ��ం��, �ల�� లు, ప��రం, ఆం�ళన,
�ర�కర�ల ఎం�క� తప� ఇతర అ���ష�లనుం� ���� దూరం� ఉం�ల�
ఆ�చనకు వ��రు. ఈ �గువ�ధం� ��� �రు �వ�ం�రు: ��ం�య
క��లూ, నగర క��లూ ��� �ర��లు �సుకు� ��� అమలు �య�మ�
��య� సంస�లను ��ండు ����. ప� జరగక�� త�� ���హక సంస�ల�
అ�తుం�. �ధ��నంత వరకూ ���� అ��రం నుం� దూరం� ఉం��. ��
����� ఉన�త��� �యకులు ��� వ����ం�రు. ���� మర�నతరం
��ం�� ఈ ఆ�చనను అమలు�� ప�యత�ం ��డు. ����యకుల ప���క
�క��లను �ల�సూ�ప�భు���ప�� అతను ఒక ����� ��డు. ప����ం�
ఉన�త ���� �ం�న బూ����ట�కు అదనం� నగదు ఇ�� ����� రదు���డు.
ఈ భత�ం �� ��రణ �ల ���� 2-3 �టు� ం��. ��� పను��� ఉండ�.



����ర�కర�లకు స�ంత �నూ, ���� � �� �� ���� � �ద�ం, స�ంత
�హ�లను ��ం�� ఆ���డు. �� తరు�త ఫ���క�ట�లందరూ కృ��� కు
వ���గతం� �ఖలు ��రు - “��య�న ���, �ం�� దయ చూ�, �ం��
ఇవ�ం�” . ��ం�� ���ంచకుం� ఆ���న ����� ����� నుం� ���
���ం�డు. 1953 ���ంబరు ��నం� ఆతను ����ంద�క�� ఫ�����ట��
ఎ��క��డు. 1956 �బ�వ� 25 న తన రహస� ���క� వ����జ,
అణ��తలను గు�ం� ��� డున���డు, ఆతను అతు�న�త ���ల� ఉన� ���
బూ����ట�కు ఇకముందు ఇటువం�� జరగవ� ఒక సం�తం పం�ం�డు. �రం�
ఎవ�రూ �క�� ప���క కులం (అగ�కులం)� ��రు. అందు�త �. �. ఎ�. యు.
అగ��యకత�మం� సం�షం� అత�� సమ��ం�ం�.

కల��: ���మ�సభ తరు�త ‘�’ ��రంభ�ం�?

ఝు��’: ఏం జ��ం� చూ��ం! యుద�ం ము��ం�. �ట� మర�లు, ఎటుచూ��
��శనం. ప�జలు అల���రు. �రు ��రణం� ��ంచడం ��రం�ం�రు.
1952� �న��సం �దల��ం�. �ర�ంధ శ�మ ���లనుం� ప�జలను
�డుదల �య�డం ��రం�ం�రు. ��త�ం�, కళల� ఆస��కర�న �రు�లు
�టు �సుకు���.. “�ము �మ��� ఎక�� క��ము”, “�జ�న ���తులు”
వం� ���లు వ���. ఈ ���లు బూ��క��� ��టం� �మ��ం��.
1954� � ��ట� ప��క �ండవ సం��� ��� �టకం “అ�ధులు”
ప�చు�ంచబ�ం�. ఆ �టకం � ఇ� చూ���రు: ���� �తతరం సభు�ల
ఆ�చనలకు �దలు ప��ం� – ఆ ఆ�చనలను �ర�వల�న సమయం వ��ం�. ఈ
�త��లులు అప��� �యడం �దల��ం�. అందు�త ఈ ‘�’ ���� బ���
ఉండ����రంభమ��ం�.

*� � – ఇ�� ఎ��� బ��1954� ప�చు�ం�న నవల �రు. ���ల� మంచు
కరగ��� ‘�’ అం�రు. ��య� యూ�య� � ���� �రంకుశత�ం అంత�
�త�యుగం ��రంభ�ంద�ఈ� సూ�సు�ం�.
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What were the motives of Khrushchev, who started the struggle against the cult of
personality? A famous historian Yuri Zhukov shared his view.



Culture: Now we remember the Twentieth Congress, as a rule, in connection with
Khrushchev's report. And what else was there? 

Zhukov: They approved directives for the Sixth Five-Year Plan, which then failed
miserably. Yes, so that in 1959 I had to urgently come up with a seven-year plan to
hide this failure. In the economy, problems began. Expensive space and the arms
race. In addition, from 1955-1956 we began to actively help the third world countries
- Egypt, India, Burma, Indonesia. It should be recalled that Khrushchev read his report
already after the congress was closed.
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Culture: What do you think they moved?  

Zhukov:From his biography it follows that he graduated from the Promacademia. But
there he was the liberated Secretary of the Party organization. Kaganovich attached
him to this post. Khrushchev's task was to expel from the Promakademii supporters
of Bukharin and Rykov, who were actively opposed to industrialization. He succeeded,
he quickly climbs the party ladder and in 1935 becomes the first secretary of the
Moscow city and regional party committees. In the mid-30's, Stalin's group wanted to
make elections in our country with secret ballot, an alternative - for several people.
But the first secretaries were against it. Many of them "distinguished themselves"
during the period of collectivization-they carried out excessive seizure of grain from
collective farmers. They understood that with such a system they would never be
elected. And then Eich, the future "victim of repression," appealed to the Central
Committee. He said: the NKVD in its West Siberian region has uncovered a secret
armed organization that is preparing a coup. Until it is destroyed, alternative
elections are impossible. And he presented the execution lists for 10 800 people -
without indicating who and for what. Immediately all the first secretaries began to



apply with the same request. The second by bloodthirsty was Khrushchev. He asked
8,500 for execution and 32,000 for the camps. Then, in January 1938, in a terrible
frost on Khrushchev, Khrushchev gathered over ten thousand people to a rally
dedicated to the trial of Bukharin and Rykov. He called for "crushing these dogs." In
the "Moscow Truth" for January 1938, you can read this. Khrushchev calls to shed
the blood of people who have not yet been declared guilty. After that, he is sent far
away, to Kiev, the first secretary of the Communist Party of Ukraine. 

Culture: It turns out that the most active participant in the repressions skilfully
transferred the arrows to Stalin?  

Zhukov: Khrushchev understood: he could be knocked off at any moment,
remembering what he was doing in the 1930s. What do criminals do? The first to
shout "keep a thief!". Such a cry was his report. Pay attention to some details. For
example, among the victims he mentions primarily the first secretaries, members of
the Central Committee, that is, the highest party bureaucracy. He sent a signal - no
one else will touch you, if you support me. 

Culture: The highest party bureaucracy separated from the people, created their own
privileges?  

Zhukov:Yes. And Stalin, Malenkov and Molotov had an idea already in 1944 to
abolish the party from everything except agitation, propaganda and participation in
the selection of cadres. They explained this in the following way: the regional
committees and city committees take some decisions and demand that the Soviet
bodies carry out their implementation. If something does not work out, only the
executive bodies are to blame. A party - always with it. It had to be removed from
power as far as possible. But the highest party leaders resisted this. After Stalin's
death, Malenkov tried to realize the idea, at least in part. As the head of government,
he signed a decree, according to which party leaders were deprived of all privileges.
First of all - envelopes. This is an additional cash allowance for high-ranking
bureaucrats. It was 2-3 times higher than the monthly wage, it was not taxed.
Malenkov deprived Party workers of the phone, the Kremlin polyclinic, a personal
machine. After that, all the first secretaries write in the name of Khrushchev: "Dear
Nikita, have mercy! Well, at least leave something! "Nikita from the party cash desk
pays the first secretary all that they have received less. And at the September
plenum of 1953 he was elected first secretary of the Central Committee. When in the
report on February 25, 1956, he talked about the cult of personality and repression,
he signaled to party bureaucrats who held high posts: henceforth this will not happen
again. It will be an untouchable caste. Therefore, the top of the CPSU so cheerfully
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Culture: And yet, after the congress, did the "thaw" begin?  

Zhukov: Let's see. The war is over, the people are cold with blood, ruins, ruins. They
began to live normally. In 1952, rehabilitation begins, people are released from the
camps. There are interesting phenomena in literature and art. There are films "We
met somewhere with you", "True friends" - they openly criticize the bureaucracy. In
1954, in the second issue of the magazine "The Theater" Zorin's play "Guests" is
published, where the playwright shows: the views of the old members of the party
have decayed - it is time to change them. All this was already in the air. So the "thaw"
began when Stalin was still alive.
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